


THOUGHT OF THE DAY 

GOOD MORNING







Word of  the Day

RECUSAL

To  disqualify (oneself) as judge in a particular case

Synonyms : Withdraw , Reject

Sentence: Champaneri said the court earlier granted him 

permission to circulate the matter for Wednesday, but 

when it came up for hearing, it recused itself from hearing 

the case.



READ , REVISE , 
REPEAT

4

ALL QUESTIONS IN 

ONE TEST



In the sentence given below, an idiom/phrasal verb has 

been highlighted in bold. Given below it are five 

options, out of which you need to find the one which 

has the same meaning as the idiom/phrasal verb used in 

the sentence and can successfully replace the 

idiom/phrasal verb without changing the meaning of the 

sentence.



Made a decision

Set their final limit

Completed the task

Set the goals

Q1. The banks drew a line in the sand: there was to be no 

additional help.

No correction Required



Medium to meet to people

Source of income

Necessary action carried out just to achieve a goal

Responsibility

Q2. Her working as a lawyer was not due to her passion for 

the job but solely as a means to an end.

Part of a duty



Filled with happiness

Very jealous

Superficially happy

Going to cry

Q3. Lucy appeared like she was full of beans over her 

friend’s promotion.

Very Angry



Exactly same

Very different

Somewhat same

Very Smooth

Q4. Her behaviour in public and private is as different as 

chalk and cheese.

Calm



Unclear state

A messy state

Very certain

Not ambiguous 

Q5. Lisa loves to leave things in shades of grey.

None of these



Read each sentence to find out whether there is any 

error in it. The error, if any, will be in one part of the 

sentence. Mark the part with the error as your answer. 

If there is no error, mark "No Error" as your answer. 

(Ignore the errors of punctuation).



Q6. Using the fabber, we could conceivably follow nature’s design 

plans much more closely than we have ever been able to do.

Answer :

No Error



Q7. Nature uses blurred boundaries all the time, avoiding abrupt 

interfaces, who are crack prone and require some kind of fastening 

together. 

Answer : 

‘Which’ instead of ‘who’



Q8. As long as you can grow grain for yourself, along with some other 

fruit and vegetables for the sake of nutrition balance and a more 

interesting diet, you’ll never starve from death.

Answer : 

‘to’ instead of ‘from’



Q9. Things get really interesting when the plant changes their 

chemical profile.

Answer : 

‘its’ in place of ‘their’



Q10. Glutathione is regarded as one of the most important 

detoxifications agent in the human brain.

Answer : 

‘detoxification’ in place of 

‘detoxifications’

U1



Directions: In the following sentence, five words are 

given in bold, out of which one word is misspelled. 

Find the misspelled word.



Certainly

Siezed

Petitions

Regulations

Q11. The matter is certainly (1) going to reach the apex court, 

which is already siezed(2) of it with several petitions(3)

relating to the rising burden of tobacco use and the need for its 

strict regulation(4).No Error (5).

No Error



Imposes

Products

Trace

Aditives

Q12. The regulation also imposes (1) a ban on all tobacco 

products (2) which may contain any trace(3) of food products, 

including any kind of tobacco flavoured with food 

aditives(4).No Error (5).

No Error



Illustrations

Only of

Equity

Systemic

Q13. These illustrations(1) are not only of (2) how some 

teachers are bringing equity (3) and quality into their 

classrooms but also about the larger issue of systemic(4) 

change . No Error (5).

No Error



Organizations

Constantly

Implementation

Advocating

Q14. There are many organizations (1) which are constantly(2) 

engaging with social problems, be it in the area of operations, 

programme implementation(3) or advocating(4).No Error (5).

No Error



Outlawing

Dissent

Fundamental

Wieeld

Q15. Outlawing (1) all dissent (2) erases the fundamental(3)

difference between non-violent civil liberties’ activists and 

hardcore cadres who wieeld (4)guns. No Error (5).

No Error



Fill in the blanks with appropriate words from the 

options.



Q16. The changed global geopolitical situation is a good time to 

_____________ on the peculiar case of Ladakh’s eastern boundary 

and the unnecessary ongoing conflict.

A. Faced

B. Feeds

C. Finding

D. Focus

E. None of these

Answer : Option D



Q17. This treaty ______________ relations between Leh and Lhasa 

through trade exchanges.

Answer : Option C

A. Activate

B. Enabling

C. Established

D. Approximation

E. None of these



Q18. The second area of the expansion of surveillance ___________

from whom such measurements can be gathered.

Answer : Option C

A. Control

B. Coincidence

C. Concerns

D. Condition

E. None of these



Q19. The temporary move to give teams the option of making five 

substitutions per game instead of three should take __________ on a 

permanent basis.

Answer : Option A

A. Effect

B. Affect

C. Reflect

D. Affection

E. None of these



Q20. The achievement has taken them a step ____________ towards 

their dream postings in the Indian Defence Service of Engineers.

Answer : Option B

A. Far

B. Closer

C. In

D. With

E. None of these



In the following passage there are blanks, each of 

which has been numbered. These numbers are printed 

below the passage and against each five words are 

suggested, one of which fits the blank appropriately. 

Find out the appropriate word in each case.



Q21-25. Ralph Wanger was born in 1933, almost to the day of the 

bottom of the Great Depression. He went on to be not only a 

_____________ (1) investor but a great investment writer. Wanger once 

analogized the stock market to a man walking his dog in New York. The 

man has ___________ (2) the same walk for years. The dog has 

____________ (3) energy and never walks in a straight line. He 

_____________ (4) randomly from one direction to the next, stops to 

smell every leaf, barks at other dogs, and jumps on you for no reason. At 

any moment, there is no predicting what the dog will do or which way 

he'll leap. But you know he's heading northeast because that's where the 

owner is ____________ (5) him. What is astonishing is that almost all 

investors, big and small, seem to have their eye on the dog, and not the 

owner.



A. Biggest

B. Great

C. Poor

D. Honest

E. None of these

Q21. Ralph Wanger was born in 1933, almost to the day 

of the bottom of the Great Depression. He went on to be 

not only a _____________ (21) investor but a great 

investment writer.

Answer : Option B



A. Took

B. Have

C. Want

D. Done

E. None of these

Q22. Wanger once analogized the stock market to a man 

walking his dog in New York. The man has 

___________ (22) the same walk for years.

Answer : Option D



A. Boundless

B. Countless

C. Worthless

D. Useless

E. None of these

Q23. The dog has ____________ (23) energy and never 

walks in a straight line. 

Answer : Option A



A. Sweeps

B. Leaps

C. Keeps

D. Peep

E. None of these

Q24. He _____________ (24) randomly from one 

direction to the next, stops to smell every leaf, barks at 

other dogs, and jumps on you for no reason. 

Answer : Option B



Q25. But you know he's heading northeast because that's 

where the owner is ____________ (25) him. 

Answer : Option C

A. Walk

B. Doing

C. Taking

D. Hearing

E. None of these



Q26-30. In each question below, a sentence is given with a part of it 

printed in bold type. That part contains an idiom/phrasal verb that may be 

correct or erroneous. Each sentence is followed by phrases (A), (B), (C) 

and (D). Find out which is the correct idiom that should replace the error 

in bold, if there is any, and which makes the sentence grammatically 

meaningful and correct. If the sentence is correct as it is and ‘No 

improvement required’, mark (E) as the answer.



can't see the forest for the trees

can't see the forts for the trees

can't see the port for the trees

can't see the peacock for the trees

Q26. Mark is so focused on product details that he can't see the 

fortress for the trees when it comes to the overall needs of the 

company.

No improvement required



bringing a rifle to a gunfight

bringing a man to a gunfight

bringing a knife to a gunfight

bringing a bomb to a gunfight

Q27. If you haven't studied law, representing yourself in court is 

like bringing a chair to a gunfight.

No improvement required



all the time in China

all the teacup in China

all the coffeepot in China

all the tea in China

Q28. He would not change his job for all the coffee in China.

No improvement required



break the arm

break the bank

break the table

brake the leg

Q29. With our new flexible membership options, you only pay for 

the ads you need and it won’t break the leg.

No Improvement required



spill their gusts

spill their beans

spill their guts

spill their guests

Q30. People call in and just spill their bills about whatever's 

bothering them in their job or relationship

No improvement required



QUESTION OF THE DAY 

Choose the antonym of the word 

‘VIBRANT’

1. Inactive

2. Processed

3. Develop

4. Marked

5. Responsive




